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Abstract

The ingressive verbal periphrasis in Spanish and their equivalents in Czech language

This work deals the ingressive verbal periphrasis in Spanish and their equivalents            

in Czech language. The main difference we can see between these two languages                    

is    that in Spanish we speak about a system. It is not a lexical unit. It has its own fixed rules.

The verbal periphrasis is a compound of an auxiliary verb and an indefinite verb (verbum 

infinitum) – that means of an infinite, participle or gerund. The auxiliary verb is totally 

grammaticalized (except - comenzar, empezar, principiar).

In our work we study the combinations of auxiliary verbs with infinitive.                        

It’s impossible to describe all of the verbal periphrasis indeed, so we focused                      

only on the ingressive ones.

Firstly we defined the character of the verbal periphrasis. Then we tried to make               

a summary of the auxiliary verbs with higher frequency. We keep in mind                  that it is 

not possible to mention all of them. As follows we classified them                 into the groups. 

Nevertheless the main goal of the work is not only to classify them but also to find        

the existent variants of the auxiliary verbs and their combinations with infinitives.       To find 

out the combinability of all of the auxiliary verbs is impossible, so we decided to choose 

twenty of them (abrir a + infinitive, arrancarse a + infinitive, coger a + infinitive, comenzar a + 

infinitive, echar a + infinitive, echarse a + infinitive, empezar a + infinitive, empezar por + infinitive,

entrar a + infinitive, estar a punto de + infinitive, estar por + infinitive, explotar a + infinitive, lanzarse a + 

infinitive, liarse a + infinitive, meterse a + infinitive, pasar a + infinitive, ponerse a + infinitive, 

precipitarse a + infinitive, romper(se) a + infinitive a soltarse + infinitive).    To the searcher we input 

the verbs in a form of a 3rd person in singular in past tense    and active voice.

In the practical part of our study we searched the auxiliary verbs using the corpus            

of the Spanish Royal Academy (CREA) to compare them with the results (translation)       

from the Czech corpus of the Faculty of Philosophy and Art of Charles University                 

in Prague - InterCorp.

In the theoretical part of our study we compared the work of some of the Czech hispanists 

- Zavadil (1995) and Zavadil-Čermák (2010) - with some Spanish authors like Gómez 

Torrego, R. Fente,  J. Fernández, L.G.Feijóo, A. Yllera or with the point     of view of Nueva 

gramática de la lengua española (New grammar book of the Spanish Royal Academy).



The results of the searching in most cases confirmed the thesis of the authors. 

Nevertheless we didn’t find exactly what we had expected. We keep in mind              that 

Spanish has more evolved system for using the verbal periphrasis. However we are sure that 

the Czech language has reached the level to describe it appropriately and find proper 

translations for it. We do not need to use three or four verbs (phrases) again     and again        

as we can see in the results of our study. If a translator couldn’t find a proper (with the same 

expressional and stylistic value)  auxiliary verb in Czech, he could use   a neutral verb plus     

an adverb with the same meaning that has the Spanish auxiliary verb.

Nevertheless to create new translations of the ingressive verbal periphrases is not       

the goal of this work.




